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JESCO’s CBF Series: Tailor-
Made, Rigid LED Fixtures For
Exacting Design Requirements

Product Overview:  CBF Series — made-to-order,

rigid LED linear lighting fixtures provide complete customization, the

commercial lighting industry’s highest lumen performance, paired with very low energy

consumption and exceptional maintenance savings. CBF is an outstanding choice for

use in a range of indoor dry locations where the infinite benefits of LEDs, low profiles

and custom dimensions are desired. Custom Lighting Without Custom Cost

Design:  JESCO Lighting Group In-House Product Design and Engineering Team.

Manufacturer:  JESCO Lighting Group, founded 1998.

Product Applications:  CBF Series (Commercial Bespoke Fixture) made-to-

measure rigid LED linear lighting fixtures are ideal for providing inconspicuous low-

scale, very low-energy, high-performance ambient/accent/task and display or signage

lighting requirements. CBF meets wide-ranging interior commercial, institutional and

high-end residential applications. It is an effective, long-life, economical, replacement

for incandescent strip lighting, florescent or fiber-optic systems.

CBF Series fixtures readily fit in coves, soffits, entryways; use it for backlighting of

signage and decorative tiles or panels in stores, restaurants, hotels, offices. It is equally

applicable for bar shelves, wine and liquor displays in restaurants, bars and under

countertops.

CBF is ideal for showroom shelves and product displays, retail stores, office

workstations; for museums, galleries, antique stores; store-fixture shelving and point-of-

purchase displays; integrated into furniture, bedroom headboards, decorative trims for

homes, offices, hotels; and in bookcases, china, glassware and trophy cabinets.
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An exceptionally long 50,000-hour-plus operating life, with a 5-year factory warranty,

makes CBF Series well-suited for virtually any interior application where energy

savings, high lighting performance, installation flexibility, and little or no routine

maintenance, are sought-after benefits.

Product Description:  CBF Series of bespoke fixtures is offered in six

standard lengths; or can be tailor-made to exact design requirements. Fixture

dimensions can be specified in 1" increments up to 96". The CBF fixtures incorporate

JESCO’s high-density light strip (72 LEDs per foot) to create a low-profile, high light

output fixture with uniform, tight beam patterns eliminating typical light “dots” . Three

white-light color temperatures are available: 3000K, 4000K and 6000K. Lens cover

options include: clear; frosted, matte opal, or 60-degree frosted focusing. Specifiers can

select either plug & play or hardwire input/output connecting cables in standard lengths

of 18", 48", 96" or any custom length in between. Quickly made to order and shipped

ready for installation –saving time and money as well as eliminating on-site assembly.

Construction & Finishes:  CBF Series fixtures are constructed from a

durable, high-temperature, non-yellowing circuit-board embedded in an anodized

aluminum housing and sealed with an acrylic lens. The CBF Series is c-UL-US dry-

location listed. CBF fixtures are normally assembled with an LED strip, live and dead

endcaps and an 18-inch plug and play input cord. Custom length fixtures (up to 8 feet

and in increments of 1"); custom length plug & play and hard wire cord options are

available. For connecting multiple runs, endcaps and output connecting cables will be

installed on the fixture.

Learn more about JESCO products and capabilities by visiting: www.jescolighting.com.

JESCO Lighting Group is located at 15 Harbor Park Drive, Port Washington (Long

Island), New York 11050. Telephone: (800) 527-7796. Fax: (855) 265-5768. E-mail:

sales@jescolighting.com.
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